When to Redecorate, When to Remodel, and
When to Rebuild Your Digital Experience
Defining the scope of your next digital initiative isn't easy. It all starts with asking the right questions of
your business, technology, and UX design teams. As you do so, you and your colleagues should start to get
a clearer picture of your project's requirements — and how best to approach them. But before you make a
final decision, use the following rubric to assess whether you’ll be best served by a redecoration, a
remodel, or a rebuild.

Top Signs You Should
Redecorate
Business
Your business is humming along and KPIs
are looking good


Technology
Your digital ecosystem performs well and
scales along with your busines
Your staff is well-trained and efficient
using your current software stac
The cost of remodeling or rebuilding your
backend systems will exceed the benefit
There are some improvements that could
be made in the presentation layer
(frontend) of your technology stack that
will improve efficiency, engagement, or
traction with your customers and
internal teams


Design
Branding could use some modernization
or re-alignmen
Overall, you enjoy positive customer/user
reviews and feedback

Top Signs You Should
Remodel
Business
You can identify one or more clearly
defined business obstacle
While most of your KPIs are on track, some
aren’t hitting the mark. This could indicate
that there are underlying UX issues that
may need to be addressed


Technology
You need to catch up with the offerings in
your industry or stand out from
competitio
There are obvious efficiencies to be gained
by switching out a system that doesn’t
outweigh the cumulative costs (in funds,
training, lag, downtime, etc) of making the
chang
You’ve identified a new technology that
will give you a leg up on the competition


Design
Your current digital experience (including
UI, interaction, animations, messaging,
and more) isn’t closely aligned with your
bran
You consistently receive mixed customer/
user reviews and feedback, which tells you
there's room for improvemen
Your users are having trouble navigating
your digital experience because of poor
categorization, taxonomy, or information
architecture
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Top Signs You Should Rebuild
Business
Your business is experiencing persistent obstacles or setbacks
Your business is having trouble hitting most KPIs — or at least the ones that matter mos
Your business is so consumed with trying to meet existing goals that you don’t have the
bandwidth to take on new one
You’re losing market share with every day that goes by


Technology
Your digital ecosystem stifles your business’s growth. Poor architecture or outdated legacy
systems force you to use workarounds to add or change your software capabilities. The cost of
innovation is prohibitiv
Parts of your ecosystem aren’t actively supported. If a product falls out from the backside of its
life cycle, it becomes a security liability. It might be time to reevaluate the security not just of
individual pieces, but of the entire architectur
Your technology gets in the way of efficient operations. Your teams can’t perform their duties
with a high degree of efficiency due to software, network, security, access or user experience
issue
Your existing technology can’t accommodate fast-approaching regulatory changes


Design
Your branding is out of date or in major need of modernization or re-alignmen
The majority of your customer/user reviews and feedback are negative, which tells you there are
big issue
There are so many friction points across your digital ecosystem that it feels like you're always
playing whack-a-mol
Your users struggle to find the information they need because your navigation system isn’t
aligned with their needs
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